


SHORT SYNOPSIS

Joseph cannot live at his own place anymore. For many years, he has travelled around the city with his trolley to gather tons of miscellaneous papers and 
objects of all kinds, thus filling his flat with labyrinthine chaos. He is said to have “the Diogenes syndrome”. He is gifted with vertiginous erudition and witty 
humour. I help him unclog his home. One friendship is forming.

LONG SYNOPSIS

Joseph cannot live at his own place anymore. For many years, he has travelled around the city with his trolley to gather tons of miscellaneous papers and 
objects of all kinds, thus filling his flat with labyrinthine chaos. He is gifted with vertiginous erudition and witty humour. He is said to have “the Diogenes 
syndrome”. I help him unclog his home. One friendship is forming.

This is, between order and chaos, the portrait of a man, and the attempt to enter his own mental space. His crossing over the century. His dreams. His me-
mories. The film is a kaleidoscope of warm and cold, excess and bursts of laughter, dealing together with our encounter. It is the promise of one second life, 
as well as the statement for uncompromising freedom. 
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Through a carefully crafted and edited film, the director has transported us into 
the rich inner world of her friend Joseph, capturing the beauty in the chaos. 

The mutual love and admiration they share warmed us deeply.





DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

This film is my second film, after Behind the shutters, a poetic and intimate essay dealing with the links between memory, space, body and transmission. 
These questions are also the challenges of my new film, in another kind of poetry. I began to work on this film in 2018.

The idea for Stand Out of My Sunlight came when I met Joseph, who is the central element of the film. I met him by chance, through a social worker who 
asked me to edit some images shot in his apartment, for a mental illness conference, about the Diogenes syndrome, or “hoarding” - it’s about the people 
who accumulate.

I found out that this flat’s owner knows poems by heart and was a “hidden child” during the Second World War. I asked him for a first encounter. At the be-
ginning he didn’t want to be filmed. I recorded his voice. It took me more than one year to establish a relationship. I helped him clear his home.  He is afraid 
of loss. He eventually accepted to be filmed, at first only in super8. The filmic process helped him. I orchestrated his flat’s clearing. He did not want to get rid 
of anything. I filmed this debacle.

He then required that I recorded him. Just the same as he accumulates objects, Joseph needs to talk. The film has welcomed this material up to invasion. It’s 
also a film about love for language. The film also deals with the story of this encounter, and our conversations. By participating directly in the film, I was not 
only an observer of his life.

The film is a kaleidoscope, dealing with the link between a filmmaker and a filmed person. It plays with languages and references, including Jules Verne’s 
books Joseph offered me several copies.

Joseph has a complex personality, he has an impressive education in sciences, literature, and humour. So this is, between order and chaos, the portrait of a 
man, and the attempt to enter his own mental space. It’s a kind of one archaeological portrait from the inside. And one travel from the inside to the outside, 
from fullness to emptiness. He is passionate about natural phenomenons. That’s also why I chose to show images about water in its different states: ice, 
sea, clouds. 

In the film, there is important work on heterogenous image materiality, between super 8, archive film, pedagogical footage found in his flat, iphone clips, 
and images taken with a small crew, images from the trash. . This aim is to mix everything together so as to reflect on his own chaos and freedom. To 
conjures up the excess without being effusive.

As Deleuze says about «minor literature», I wanted to make a «minor film», DIYed with waste – things one left dragged on the ground – all these little things 
which seem to be unimportant, and which make the margin. 
 



BIOGRAPHY

Messaline Raverdy studied Philosophy, Literature, Psychoanalysis and Visual Arts in Paris and Brussels (Sorbonne, Paris 7, la Cambre). 
In her work she experiments with different forms of visual media (super8, archives), trying to combine her interests for memory, iden-
tity’s deconstruction questions and her love for early cinema. Her first film Behind the Shutters (2018) has been shown in many festivals. 
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